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Thanks to you we have quite a full first issue. Please keep those 
contributions (especially brain teasers and cartoons) rolling in! 

It was exciting and fun to renew acquaintances and to meet new members 
at last mcrrt.:'1 's meeting. Hopefully, if \'le have any luck our group picture 
will turn out and can be printed in next Spring 1 s newsletter. 

Taking our cues from last 1r.onth, news of projects that promote sharing 
in a time of restraint, automation changes, and/or areas of mutual concern 
seem to be of broad interest and would make good contributions for this 
newsletter. 

ALL THE BEST~ 

********** 
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REPORTS FROM THE COLLEGES 

Fa 11, 1982 

Mircea Panciuk reports that the dust is settling after a busy six month 
of renovation and change. A new circulation area and book detection system was 
installed this Spring, and a room holding nine computer terminals for College 
level science department was completed in August. One half of one person joined 
the Library staff to help cope with the added student traffic that the computers 
have generated and the increase in the student body of the College. All is working 
smoothly to this ~oint. 

Extensive weeding of books and periodicals now held on microform allowed 
accommodation for these new facilities, and rearrangement of shelving and study 
areas seems to have raised the efficiency of service and cut down on student 
noise level. 

Mircea's favorate saying these days is, "You can build a better mouse trap 
if you have to. 11 

The King's Collene 
Margaret Donnelly is back after a year's leave of absence during which 

she obtained her Master's Degree. Her non-thesis project; a Library Instruction 
Workbook for the King's College; will be used this Fall to teach library skills 
to incoming students. 

Mona Maaskant did an admirable job of filling in, and is now taking a 
well-deserved holiday before beginning to search in earnest for another 
job. 
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Grant fbcEwan Conmunity College 
Three important changes have taken place within the LRC: an 

organizational restructuring, the use of a new videocassette format, 
and further automation of LRC procedures. 

Academic Services, which is responsible for the courses common 
to the various programs, such courses including English, psychology, 
languages, and sociology, has been combined with the LRC. Allen Watson 
will head the combined area and has been named Director, Academic Services. 
Joanne Kemp has been named Program Head of the LRC. Allen will continue 
to be concerned with the policies of the LRC while Joanne will deal with 
the day to day matters. 

Due to the change in the relative cost of videocassette equipment, 
the LRC has decided to switch from the present 3/4 11 machines to the 1/2 11 

VHS system. The equipment that was at Cromdale, the smallest of our 
campuses, needed to be replaced due to its age. It was decided to start 
the conversion of machines and of LRC materials from 3/4 11 to 1/2 11 at 
this campus. The other two campuses of JP and t4! will be converted as 
the need and the money are available. 

Digital Equipment has donated a large amount of computer hardware 
to the College. This has allowed the College to acquire a VAX 11-750 
which will be used for computer managed learning as well as to complete 
the automation of the LRC with an on-line catalogue inquiry module and an 
on-line circulation module. 

Grande Prairie Reoional College 
The past summer was a hectic one for LRC staff with staff changes and 

major renovations -- all of which were completed before registration in 
September. 

Renovations included removal of a wall between the public areas and 
the former workroom increasing our stack and seating space by 600 sq. ft. 
This was accomplished by reducing the space previously allocated to Media 
Services and the loss of our Conference Room. 

Media Services suffered a loss in the Spring budget with elimination 
of Media Production Services and the termination of an academic position 
responsible for Media production and the supervision of Media Services. 
This position was re-allocated to Technical Services staff to help us 
reduce our cataloguing backlog. 

GPRC obtained approval for a new nursing programme with space in another 
location. This space includes a branch library. Approximately $60,000 of 
material and equipment were ordered by our staff for this branch library 
and a clerical library assistant was hired to provide circulation and 
A/V services. 

We have also produced a computerized A/V catalogue using a TRS-80 
microcomputer. We would be willing to send anyone a copy of the TRS-80 
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diskette (at the price of the diskette) or a paper copy for the cost of 
copying the print-out which is in standard computer print-out format (large 
sheet). 

Staff changes include: 

Hazel Kellner - on study leave at U.B.C. to complete her M.L.Sc. 

Debbie Hunter - Public Services Librarian - sess i ona 1 re pl a cement for Hazel 

Rena Kyle - Library Technician, new position 

Alan Iwaskow - Audio Visual Technician, replacing Keith Barbutza who 
resigned. 

Marion ~Jilburn from UTLAS has visited us again and talks are proceedirig 
with the Public Library and UTLAS for automated bibliographic services. Our 
college has also installed a new VAX computer and has hired a new Data Centre 
Manager who is consulting with us on other computer applications such as an 
A/V equipment booking system. 

NORTH AMERICAN BAPTIST COLLEGE - EDMONTON 

I completed the work for the M.L.S. degree and graduated from the 
University of Alberta in June of this year, 30 years after receiving the 
Arts Degree from the University of Alberta in 1952. 

· NUCL£~ 
RtGULATORY COMMJSSION 

UBRARV 

A. Rapske, Librarian 

Taken from SCIENCE 82 Volume 3, Number 9, November, 1982, p. 30. 
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MOUNT ROYAL NEWS 

The big news at f'ibunt Royal most recently has been an administrative 
reorganization of the College with considerable effect on the Learning 
Resources Centre. The major effect for the L.R.C. will be the eventual 
loss of Alan Dyment as Director. Alan, for his virtues (or his sins) has been 
appointed Dean of Academic Services for the college. The Learning Resources 
Centre, Registrar's Office, Student Services, Educational Development Centre, 
Media Production and Electronic Equipment Services will report to Alan in 
his new capacity. The latter two departments were previously part of the 
L.R.C. but will now report directly to the Dean. The library staff know 
that his appointment is recognition for the sterling efforts Alan has made 
on the College's behalf in the past and no doubt will continue to make. He 
will miss his singularly devoted guidance. At the moment Alan's position 
is complicated by the need to remain as Director of the L.R.C. until a 
College Librarian can be appointed. He and Phyllis Laidlaw, the L.R.C.'s 
Executive Assistant are working long, hard hours to sustain their double 
load. 

The impetus for the administrative reorganization has come from the 
development grant received by the College and the planning advisory commitment 
necessary for such a large undertaking. A library planning advisory committee 
has been struck as one of the college user groups. Members of various sectors 
of the Library will help develop the library planning. Other sectors of the 
College have similar user groups to channel input into the planning process. 

During the spring/summer we undertook an inventory of the library 
collection under the direction of Ian Hatt, our Technical Services Librarian. 
Our last inventory was five years ago so there was considerabel interest in 
knowing the depredati ans made upon the co 11 ecti on. l~e had the very pleasant 
surprise to find that our losses during the past five years have been in the 
order of half of one percent a year. Security systems really do work, folks! 
I can hear the circulation staff saying, 11 amen. 11 

By the end of October the College will have a second telex machine. 
Access to this telex will be shared by the Library and the Bookstore. Naturally, 
the first use that springs to mind is inter-library loans. We also see 
facilitation of acquisitions and film bookings through this unit. Has anyone 
any experience with the use of a telex for library services? He' re looking for 
ideas and advice. 

How are you finding the student crush this year? Our student enrollment is 
up about ten percent but demand for services is up drastically. Circulation, 
Media and especially Information are experiencing heavy increases in their 
service load. \'le seem to have a peculiarly keen student body this year. Our 
teaching faculty have also remarked on a high degree of intellectual curiosity 
amongst this year's students. 
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Just in time to aid and abet our student's interest we have refitted the 
largest study area in the library with new study carrels. l~e have replaced 
approximately fifty round dark wood purple upholstered carrels with over a 
hundred square light, bright, oak carrels. Even this early in the year the 
carrels are being heavily used. By the way, if anyone ever tries to sell 
you round carrels - resist. They are very difficult to organize in groups 
and don't provide students with as much usable space as square carrels. 
Sometines there are reasons for sticking to traditional st~uctures. 

This has been a good sunmer for Staff Development for all our staff. Most 
of the librarians were able to attend C.L.A. in Saskatoon this summer. He 
judged it to be extremely well organized with great hospitality and the workshops 
and business meetings weren't bad either. It will give Calgary something to 
live up to two years hence. 

The staff arranged and participated in a week of Staff Development in early 
June. Most of the staff engaged in at least one of the tours which had been 
arranged. The most widely appreciated trip was a tour of the Calgary Herald's 
new plant and two tours were arranged to accommodate all the interested 
participants. Another interesting tour was of the University Elementary 
School where tiny tots ran experienced fingers over computer terminals with 
nothing of the awe we felt in watching them. Climax of the week was a staff 
picnic which was well attended and had smiling skies. 

Submitted by Pat Taylor, M.R.C. 
October 20, 1982. 

CAMROSE LUTHERAN COLLEGE 

No news is good nevJs, my grandfather used to say. I have news to 
report that is an exception to that saying. A private donor has 
pledged to donate $500,000.00 - half a million dollars - over a period of 
the next few years to the Libary for the purchase of books. The Administration 
of the college has given its word that the usual annual budget will not be 
cut or held back to its present level during that period. 

A new Library Building is planned to be built in two or three years time. 
The architects for the new building is ~·liens and Associates of Regina. 
Preliminary plans have already been drawn. 

Asgeir Ingibergsson 
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ALBERTA VOCATIONAL CENTRE - GROUARD 

I thought I might send a couple of lines of news. I began sabbatical 
leave from A.V.C. Grouard on September 1, 1982 and have been somewhat out of 
touch with events there. I understand from the Acting Librarian, Gloria 
Tremblay, that there was a considerable increase in circulation during 
September over previous years. Apparently the effects of the recession are 
being felt in the South Peace Region as people without jobs return to school. 

Although I (so far) had not lost my job, I must say that for my part I 
am enjoying the return to the Groves of Academic. I'm enrolled in the M.L.S. 
program here at the University of Alberta and hope to finish in April 1983. 

Robert Bruce, Librarian 

fAlRVLEW COLLEGE LEARNING RESOURCES CENTRE - UPDATE 

In ~~y, 1981 the Learning Resources Centre moved into its new facility 
in the new Administration Building. The 300 metre square is not much more 
space than we had in our two classrooms with its double wide trailer extension, 
but is a much pleasanter location with its high hip roof with exposed beams. 
In September, 1982 the Audio Visual department moved into the new Trades 
Instructional Building, but they are still part of the Learning Resources 
Centre. The advantage is that they have more room for their production and 
the library has a little more workspace. 

For the past year we have had four Apple II Plus microcomputers in the 
library for patron use. Since these were the only micros in the college (except 
for one teaching machine) at that time, Administration decided that they would 
be more accessible to everyone for longer hours if they were housed in the 
library. Luckily, my staff and I were able to take a 3-day basic course on 
computers from Dr. Petruk from the University of Alberta at that time. This 
was just sufficient to help us overcome our fear of them and give us the 
confidence needed to get students started or to help them with minor problems. 
These original machines were moved into the computer lab when it opened this 
fall, and we thoughtthat was the end of computers in the library, but we 
have just received five new fully-loaded ones. Some one had realized the 
advantage of having them available for longer hours with built-in supervision 
at no extra cost. The only disadvantage we have found is the beeping noise which 
is distracting to those students who are trying to study. Since games are the 
worst offenders for noise, we have banned them during evening hours. As soon 
as the warranty is off the new machines we will have the speakers removed and 
that should solve that problem permanently. 

Another challenge that the library staff undertook this past summer was 
the classifying and cataloguing of the libraries in the MacKenzie North Centres 
(High Level, Fort Vermilion, etc.). The instructors up there packaged all their 
learning materials and sent them down to Fairview after classes at the end of 
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May and we managed to get them back up to them before September 1 for the 
beginning of classes. We sent each of the five centres a completely filed 
card catalogue with their books. \'le retained a joint catalogue ourselves, 
since from now on we will be purchasing their materials and sending them up 
pre-catalogued, the same as we do to our other campuses. The Mackenzie North 
project involved about 5,500 items. Needless to say we were a little behind 
iri our regular work to start the new college year. 

Olive Lancaster, Chairman, LRC Fairview 

LEARNING RESOURCES CENTRE - ~ED DEER COLLEGE 

He 1 re now over the culture shock that hi ts every September when after a 
relatively quiet four months the LRC is suddenly inundated with people 
(20% more again this year at the college). 

Spring and summer were spent doing serials coding, moving all the stacks 
on the second floor and pulling all the nonprint materials off the shelves so 
they could be amalgamated in one media area. That should be it for major 
changes for a few years (at least I 1 m sure the staff hopes so). 

The college enjoyed hosting the International Association of School 
Librarians Conference in August. Over 16 countries were represented, and it 
was a great opportunity to chat with delegates about their library services. 

A P. D. Day for LRC staff was held a~ the end of August to introduce the 
library staff to the wonders of AV production and the AV staff to the ins and 
outs of libraries. 

Our library instruction program is well underway. All three librarians 
are involved this year, handling the classes which fall into their divisional 
responsibilities. Each presentation, tailored to fit the needs of the classes 
and the desires of the instructor, varies from a half hour introduction to one 
tool to 2 or 3 hours on overall LRC resources. A series of drop-in sessions for 
students we may have missed in classes is scheduled for mid-October. 

College-wide, there are many developments which have implications for the 
LRC. Two hundred fifty-six new residence spaces will be available this fall. 
Six of the units have been specifically designed for handicapped persons. 
Construction on the Trades and Technology wing is ahead of schedule with occupancy 
now anticipated next summer. This will bring on campus the apprenticeship students 
who are now located in four leased spaces around Red Deer and see the programs 
expanded to include all four years. 

For the first time the college is involved in distance education using 
teleconferencing equipment. Courses are being offered in four remote centres. 
In addition, two complete programs, Secretarial Science and College Prep. 
are being organized to run out of the high school in Stettler. A Computer 
Technology program is being offered on campus for the first time this year. 
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A program review model is being implemented this year under which each 
academic program will be evaluated every five years. The LRC services and 
collection supporting a program will be studied as part of each evaluation. 

To quote from a current local media campaign 11 Red Deer's alive and doing 
well 11 (Just a little propaganda in case we need to advertise for staff in 
the next year). 

BUCHANAN RESOURCE CENTRE - LETHBRIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE NEWS 

STAFF 

Mrs. Barbara Marshalsay is our new Public Services Librarian. She 
formerly worked at the College from 1972 to 1977 when the first of her 
two children arrived. Since 1977 and until her recent appointment, she 
worked as one of the partners in MH Associates. 

The new posting for Barbara opened up as a result of Kristine Wall's 
decision not to return to full-time work after her maternity leave. Kristine 
is back on a part-time basis as Evening Reference Librarian, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m., 
Monday through Thursday. This is the first time the library has offered formal 
reference service in the evening. Hith two new buildings (trades and technology) 
under construction, an expanded residence facility, and an overall increase in 
enrollment, this move seems providential. 

We also have a ne\'J part-time position for the circulation desk 10:00 a.m. 
to 1:00 p.m. (3 hours a day), Monday through Friday. Again increase in 
business prompted this change. 

PROJEClS OF INTEREST 

Over the summer we undertook our bi enni a 1 1 i brary inventory. l~e a 1 so 
reviewed our proposed library policy, shifted the reference collection on to 
alternating high/low shelving and reversed its order, participated in the ANEMIC 
nursing software union list, and plugged away at the Union List of Serials 
project until its completion this October. 

r~ETINGS ATTENIEn 

Kathy Lea attended CLA in Saskatoon and ALA in Philadelphia. This fall 
Gail Walker, Barbara Marshalsay and Kathy Lea took a two day supervisor's seminar 
off campus in Lethbridge. On October 15, Barbara, Kristine and Kathy attended 
the fall APLL (Association of Professional Librarians of Lethbridge) meeting. 

OTHER NEWS 

Our capital budget for this year is $115,000. Of this $60,00 is for 
books, $30,000 for periodicals and $25,000 for A.V. software. 

The APLL group are investigating putting out a joint brochure on local 
library resources to help the public determine who has what. 
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A brain teaser made-to-order for librarians 

Submitted by James Rice 
Assistant Professor, School of Ubrarianship 
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo 

/\NSNER TO BRAIN TEASER 

A good friend recently shared this brain teaser with me. 
He assumed I would find the correct answer easily, since 
library science is my profession. He was wrong. I have 
shared it with a number of people, and only one (who had 
heard something sim•lar) was able to answer quickly. I can
not give credit for this brain teaser to any "official" 
source-my friend heard it by word-of-mouth. 

I offer fair warning: think carefully. You will be angry with 
yourself if you miss it. 

An encyclopedia with one volume for each 
letter of the alphabet (26 volumes) Is 
shelved In the usual manner with the letters 
A-Z going from left to right. Each yolume Is 
1Y2 Inches thick. Each cover Is Y4 Inch thick. 
The collective puges of each volume are one 
Inch. So, each volume has a front cover 1/4 
Inch thick, one inch of pages, and a back 
cover Y4 inch thick (a total thickness of 1Yz 
inches). The volumes are together on one 
shelf In correct sequence. 

QUESTION: How far Is It from the first page 
of volume A to the last page of volume B? 

Answer Be 1 ow 

Most people guess 2-1/2 inches. That is wrong. If you analyze the problem 
with shelved books, you can easily see the answer. Volume A is on the left. The 
first page of volume A is on the right side of the pages in that volume. The 
last page of volume B is on the left side of the pages in that volume. The 
distance between the first page of volume A and the last page of volume B is the 
total thickness of the front cover of volume A and the back cover of volume B: 
1/ 2 inch. 
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SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITU!fE OF TECHNOLOGY - LRC 
CATALOGUING SYSTEMS 

Our cataloguing system has been delayed pending a decision on the change 
of our database management system. A basic redesign of the main database to 
take advantage of the features of the new DEC database manager is underway. 

Eventually this system will permit on-line updating of information initially 
entered by acquisitions to produce a complete bibliographic database. This 
database will be used to produce a COM (film) catalogue, and as the information 
source for both an online catalogue and our circulation system. Most programs 
have been written and major changes are not expected because of the database 
manager change. 

Building the database will be a major project, however, particularly because 
the computer readable records saved from our old batch system are now several 
years out of date. Several options are being considered in this area. 

TELIDON 

The SAIT Learning Resources Centre took part in the Calgary Libraries 
Telidon Trial over the past year and our involvement with Telidon will continue. 
The Trial provided a Telidon experience either as user or information provider 
to many members of the SAIT community. General library information pages were 
made up as well as hundreds of pages of motion pictures/videotape listings by 
subject and title. A summary of the Trial members' experiences by Michelle 
Toombs (Calgary Public Library) and Bob ~~ilson (SAIT) is to appear in the 
September issue of Information Technology and Libraries. 

SAIT is committed to using Telidon as a campus information system and 
the coordinator hopes to have a number of terminals installed on campus in 
the near future. The LRC's pages fit into the overall SAIT tree structure. 

ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS 

The SAIT Learning Resources Centre started using its computerized 
acquisitions system in April 1982. The changeover to a data-base system on 
the new VAX 11-780 "super-mini 11 has taken us quite some ti.me. i~e are now 
busy trying to catch up on the manual files generated during this changeover period. 

The new system permits on-line update of the order file, easy re-ordering 
of cancelled items, printing of orders and various other reports and on-line 
receipt of materials. Worksheets are produced to accompany each received item 
on its trip through cataloguing. These worksheets will eventually allow the 
cataloguing department to make use of the information entered in the ordering 
process, without redundant typing. 

Accounting reports are broken down by fund, department and intended use. 
Reports are available on the material in the system awaiting order printing, 
total amounts committed and total amounts received. A report giving outstanding 
committments is also to be produced. 
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CIRCULATION SYSTEMS 

Since our circulation system has been upgraded (we now can place holds, 
obtain statistics and suspend borrowers automatically) we are going to try 
a year without fines. Borrowers who do not return an item by the time the 
final notice is sent (two weeks after the due date) will be suspended until it 
is returned. The only materials excepted are those not checked out through the 
automated system e.g. Closed Reserves, ACA slides. This policy applies to 
all borrowers though instructors may request extended loans as before. The 
trail period will last for the current school year . 

. ~ CH RI s TMAS TI p 

A BOOK'S LIFE 

Before gift-wrapping a book for a child, take time to "open it 
properly. Place the spine flat on the table and let the covers 
fall open. Open the first few pages, then run your finger down 
the seam to gently crease them. Open the last few pages, and crease 
in the same manner. Continue opening a few pages at a time, 
alternating front and back, until you reach the middle. Properly 
"broken in, 11 the binding will last longer, and the book will open 
JTX>re easily for its eager recipient. As an elementary-school 
librarian, I can attest that this little bit of 11 TLC 11 makes a 
big difference in a book's life. -- Pat Megivern, Fishkill, N.Y. 
Taken from: Family Circle, Volume 95, Number 17, December 7, 1982, 
page 6. 
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"All in faoor of conoerting the periodicals to microfilm, which we can 
put behind the circulation desk, and using the bindery budfJet. to buy th!; 
staff an aboue-ground pool, which we can put where the penod1cals are ... 

1932 FILM AND VIDEO CATALOGUE 

OTHER NEws, Ans, Ere. 

Available now from ~bunt Royal College. All reciprocal loaning libraries 
can receive a copy free of charge. Others interested must pay $15 if they pick 
up their copy at Mount Royal College or $18 prepaid for having it shipped. 

This catalogue is a comprehensive list of what is available in way of 
media at ~bunt Royal's Learning Resource Centre. 

To order your copy, please contact: 

Library Media Division 
Learning Resource Centre 
ribunt Royal College 
4825 Richard Road S.H. 
Calgary, AB 
T3E 6K6 
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STATS CANADA FORM - REVISION 

Thank you all for the comments and concerns you supplied 
in answer to my request for information and input. Unfortunately, 

! the survey has been shelved for now as indicated in the following l letter. Diane Rhyason 

Statistics 
Canada 

Ottawa 

KlA OZ5 

Statistique 
Canada 

August 27, 1982. 

Diane J. Rhyason, Librarian, 
Lakeland College, 
Vermilion Campus, 
Vermilion, Alberta. 
TOB 4MO 

Dear Diane: 

Canada 

'-•-•••• •r·----

-.,.--~ ------· 

I am sorry to have to tell you that the Statistics Canada Survey of 
University and College Libraries will not be revised, as planned, this 
year. We are, at present, working to update the Five Year Plan for the 
entire Culture Statistics Program and, until it is approved in early 
January, we will be unable to make major revisions to any of our surveys. 

The previous Five Year Plan, drafted in 1976 by Statistics Canada and 
Secretary of State, was widely circulated among librarians. It has now 
expired and, in the new one, we are attempting to develop a unified 
approach to libraries. We hope to meet the needs of all our data users, 
librarians, library managers, and associations, as well as the Department 
of Communications. 

I want to assure you 
been wasted or lost. 
idea, suggestion or 
Even more, all that 
with you will serve 

that none of your efforts, suggestions or ideas has 
Every letter I've received is on file, and every 

comment you've made has been documented in my records. 
I've learned in meetings, discussions or correspondance 
as input into the new Plan for libraries. 

I hope you will understand that this postponement is only temporary, and 
bear with us while we try to develop better and more useful library 
surveys. 

Yours truly, 

/)1 f cv ~ t--t~ 
Marcia Almey, 
Culture Sub-division, 
Education, Science and Culture 

Division, 
R.H. Coats Bldg, 16th floor, 
Tunney's Pasture. 

·r 
! 
I 
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FROM: ONTARIO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
73 Richmond Street West 
Suite 402 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1 Z4 
Phone (416) 363-3388 

DATE: 

Dear ACCL Readers: 

OLA asked us to run this 
event publicity. SaQly by the 
time you receive~ event will 
have occurred. EDITOR 

FOR RELEASE: 

July 28th, 1982. 

Immediately 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 

Ontario Library Association, 
Suite 42, 73 Richmond Street w. 
Toronto, M5H 1Z4, 
(416) J6J-JJ88 

Concerned with shrinking financial resources, the need to 
develop new management strategies and the implication for librarians of 
the new information age, the Ontario Library Association will deal with 
"Creative Management in the '80's" as the theme of its 80th Annual 
Conference to be held in Toronto, November 4-7, 1982. Speakers for the 
conference have been carefully chosen from the world of the arts, 
business management, politics, and children's literature. The lOOth 
anniversary of the proclamation of Ontario's Free Public Libraries Act 
will be celebrated on the eve of expected new and substantial changes 
to Ontario's present library system. 

Columnist Arnold Edinborough, the President of the Council for 
Business and the Arts in Canada, will be the Conference keynote speaker 
dealing with the "Art of Being Indispensible". Ontario Minister of 
Citizenship and Culture, the Honourable Bruce Mccaffrey, will speak at 
the OLA 80th Anniversary banquet celebrating 100 years of free public 
library service in Ontario. Also at the banquet on Saturday, November 6, 
1982, the Librarian of the Year Award will be presented by The Ontario 
Library Trustees Association. Workshop sessions will vary from the 
imaginative world of children's book illustration, highlighted by the 
presence of the award-winning illustrators Lazlo Gal and Ainold Lobel, 
to an exploration of management skills in the areas of time, labour 
relations, conflict resolution, planning and community networking. 

Four full day sessions exploring micro-computers, stress 
management, the technology of film, and the '80's retrenchment and 
development are planned for Thursday, November 4, 1982. 

Conference headquarters and all programmes (except the tours) 
will be at Toronto's Royal York Hotel. 



OZ IN CANADA 
A Bibliography 

C.J. Hinke 

IT~ CCA~AID>A 

a bibliography 

C.J. HINKI: 

Introduction by 
Peter E. Hanff, 

President, 
The International Wizard of Oz Club 

A bibliography of the Canadian issues of the Oz 
books and other works by L. Frank Baum, 1905-
1931. A scholarly guidebook for collectors, 
booksellers and librarians. 

WILLIAM HOFFER 

VANCOUVER 

1982 
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From the Introduction . .. 

Experienced collectors of early editions of the 
Oz books have long recognized that many titles 
were apparently issued in Canada in forms nearly 
identical to the original American editions ... 
Mr. Hinke has brought together a surprising 
amount of information regarding the original 
publication of the Oz books in Canada. His 
work is a valuable contribution both to the 
history of publishing in Canada and to the bib
liography of the Oz books ... 

OZMA OF OZ 

1907, identical to first American state, but having no publisher's 
spine imprint. The endpapers are blank. The cancel title page 
bears imprint 1. as below, and the verso is blank. The book has no 
copyright notation. The fifth line of the" Author's Notes" has the 
"O" present in "Ozma"; the illustration on page (221) is in colour 
and pages 135-(136), 153-154, and (221)-222 are integral. A review 
appeared in the Toronto Clrristia11 Guardian, December 13, 

oz IN CANADA is issued in a first edition of 1000 

unnumbered sewn papercover copies @ SI5.oo, 
a limited edition of 26 lettered copies, signed 
by the author, with full colour pictorial paste
down cover label and handbound in Canada by 
Courtland Benson, Twin Doves Bindery, 
@$60.00. 

In addition, we are pleased to offer full colour 
proofs of the cover of oz IN CANADA, impressed 
on fine full rag Somerset English mould-made 
paper, in a limited edition of 60 numbered 
copies, signed by the artist, Doug Brown, and 
printed by New West Press@ $25.00. 

Dear ACCL Readers: 

This al.so was received by the 
Association for your edificatio 

EDITOR. 
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ISRAEL GOVERNMENT TOURIST OFFICE 
OFFICE NATIONAL ISRAELIEN DE TOURISME 

July 12, 1982 

Dear Sir/Ms.: 

Enclosed please find infonnation about an International Conference on 
the Application of Mini and Micro Computers in Libraries. This 
conference is scheduled for March 13 - 18, 1983 in Tel-Aviv, Israel. 

Please bring this information to the knowledge of the members and 
associates of your organization. 

If in any way we can be of assistance to you in promoting group travel 
for this conference, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely yours 

Shalom ~ 
. ' 

Director 

GK:jh 

Encls. 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON THE APPLICATION OF 

MINI · AND MICRO-COMPUTERS IN 
INFORMATION, DOCUMENTATION AND LIBRARIES 

Tai-Aviv, Israel, March 13-18, 1983 

SPONSORED BY: 

Internat ional Federation for Documentation (FID) 

Gesellschaft fuar Information und Dokumantat ion mbH 

(GIO), Germany 

National Center of Scientific and Technological 

Information ICOSTll, Israel 

Israel Society of Special Libraries and lnformatK>n Centres 
llSLIC) 

Additional sponsors will be announced at a later date. 

102 Bloor Street West • 102 Rue Bloor Quest • Toronto, Ontario MSS I MB Canada • 416-964-3784 • Telex 06-217520 
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON THE APPLICATION OF 

MINI-AND MICRO-COMPUTERS 
IN INFORMATION, 

\ 

DOCUMENTATION AND 
LIBRARIES 

FIRST CIRCULAR 
AND 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

TEL-...i\I\' Sri . ..\EL • \1..l.?CH 13-'S . 10 J 
,/ \ ..J . .) 

Dear Colleague 

Switching on the electronic library and using mini· tn"fd"' 
micro-computers in the process is fast becoming a reality. 

A major International Conference on the Application of 

Mini- and Micro-Computers in Information, Documen

tation and Libraries is planned to take place in Tel-Aviv, 

Israel, in March 13-18, 1983. It will provide a first 

opportunity for all who toil in this field, to describe 

their work, to share experiences and to set a milestone 

from which future developments will be measured. 

Mini- and micro-computers are increasingly becoming a 

working tool of the information scientist , the librarian, 

the documentalist, the archivist. and all others to whom 

the management of libraries and textual inform at ion 

storage and retrieval, and related topics are of interest. 

New techniques are spawning a major evolution of old 

established concepts and procedures. A publ 1c forum 

where we can learn from each other and explore promising 

venues for future progress is urgently needed. 

A broadly based International Advisory Committee is 

now being formed and will advise on the final program. 

Several outstanding experts have already s1gnif1ed their 

readiness to contribute as keynote speakers or d1scuss1on 

leaders. 

We look forward to welcoming you in Israel. 

Cordially yours, 

Carl Keren, Director 

National Cente• of Scientific 

and Technological Information 

For the Organizing Committee 



MAIN TOPICS 

1. Description of existing systems including their architec
ture, design, application. 

2. Software requirements including data base management 

systems, file organization, portability. 

3. Application software including command languages, 
algorithms, print and photo composition. 

4. Networks and communications including standards and 
protocols, interfaces, online capabilities. 

5. Systems design and management including economics, 
selection procedures, contracts, documentation. 

6. Problems of developing countries including specifics of 
hardware and software acquisition, technology transfer. 

7. Mission-Oriented applications including the social scien
ces, medicine, library management, numerical and fact 
retrieval, and other;. 

8. Other relevant topics: suggestions for additional topics 
are solicited. 

PRELIMINARY RE~ISTRATION FORM 

Please type or write in BLOCK LETTERS and return 
as soon as poss1bie bv a1•ma" H 

The Secretariat 
International Conference on the Application 
of Mini- and Micro-Computers in Information, 
Documentation and Libraries 
122 Hayarkon Street 
P .0 .Box 3054 

61030 Tel-Aviv 
Israel 
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SURNAME ............ . .............. 

FIRST NAME ............. . 

TITLE/POSITION ....... .. .. . 

AFFILIATION ......... . ... . 

ACCOMPANYING PERSON (5) ..... . . .. . . . . . . 

MAILING ADDRESS . .. .. . . .... . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Street No . 

C1ty/Zip Code 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Country 

Tel. Telex 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Intention to offer a paper should be indicated on the 
Preliminary Registration Form to be returned as soon 
as possible. The deadline for submission of Title and 
brief outline is MAY 15, 1982. 
Proceedings will be published after the Conference. 
Deadline for submission of full paper is 0 ECEM
BER 1, 1982. Guidelines and instructions for oreparing 
the iull paper Nill be ;ent 1n September 1982 . 

I arn 1n1rrr"tf'd 1n s.ut 1 m 1 111n~ ;, pa:'P' 1n one c·· •· · 
to11nw1n!j areas 

Descr rpT ion ot e., ST ino svs1 P'T1~ 

SotTwil•P rec.iuirempn1s 

....J Apo11cat1on soltware 

:J Networks and commun1ca11ons 

SvS1ems oes1pn ano manaaemen : 

:J Prob1ems of devetoping countries 

D M1ss1on-or1ented applica11ons 

D Others, please specify: 

Title of paper 

(Please attach brief outline) 

D I will not present a paper but will probably participate. 

D I would like to be an exhibitor. Please send details. 

D I have no interest in this field. Please delete my name 

from your mailing list. 


